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Hello there!
This is my first game on Steam. And the game's name is JU.

how to Play?

Use KEY WSAD(or ↑↓←→) to control the green cube move to the red area. Don't worry too much about operation, it's really
easy. But you should be really careful about the path you choose, because there are some path traps in the game, such as an

endless loop.

Features:

80 Levels

4 play rules:

1.Basis rule (Level 1 - 20): Move green cube to the end area(the red block). When you use key to move the green cube, it just
keep moving until touch a block-wall. 
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2.Following rule (Level 21 - 40): Beside the basis rule, the end area will move when you try to move the green cube. So you
should think about the strategy: move the green cube or end area as a chief way. 

3.Twins rule (Level 41 - 60): Beside the basis rule, there will be two green cubes in the game, and two end areas. And be
careful: When the green cubes touch each other, they will become one entirety.

4.Zu rule (Level 61 - 80): Beside the basis rule, you will find a few green area which will move one block. What you need
to think is that move to the end area before anyone of the green areas moves to the left-end-area. And be careful: You need
move to the every blue block one time, or the end area will be blocked. This rule could be a little hard, remember it: Think
before Move.

why Choose Ju As Game's Name?

Actually, it is the name of a piece in Chinese chess. When I played Chinese chess whit my uncle, it suddenly occurred to me that
why not add the rule of JU to a simple maze map. So I made this game, JU.

Have Fun.
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Genre: Indie
Developer:
张公子
Publisher:
张公子
Release Date: 19 Oct, 2017
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English,Simplified Chinese
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HOOOOOOOOOOOOO-BOY. The one and only reason you should spend a coin on a puzzle game.

> It's made by Square Enix.. 7.5/10 (v. 1.14)
"Game set & almost match."
F*ck me, the devs "fixed" the game!?! I could understand the pain behind the unfullfilled expectations a lot of us had in this
game. Nevertheless it definitely isn't as catastrophic as stated in lots of reviews. The devs actually fixed a lot of stuff in the last 6
months; like the gameplay, the animations, the ai and the commentary! Regarding the comparison with TopSpin 4 (X360;2011),
TWT is still not better. And also the direct ball feedback and the large amount of features are definitely not as good as in Full
Ace. But TWT doesn't feel as arcade-ish as VirtuaTennis 4 and is now definitely worth to learn & play - if you enjoy (arcade)
tennis games! Plus its visuals in 4K are the "best" compared to the rest of its competitors on the PC! And maybe the devs will
improve the game furthermore. :) PS: I haven't tested AO International Tennis yet.

Pros:
+ great that the devs fix(ed) the game
+ good gameplay
+ good controls
+ good animations
+ good ball physics
+ good complexity & learning curve
+ good sound & commentary
+ good career mode
+ good ai
+ okay graphics @2K/4K (Screens: 1, 2, 3)
+ okay skill point system (Screens: 1, 2)
+ okay character creator (Screens: 1, 2)
+ solid amount of features
+ 18 tennis courts

Cons:
- fatal release
- no doubles, yet
- graphics look old
- no steam workshop
- no footprints on clay court
- high price tag (game & dlc)
- only two player local multiplayer
- missing online couch-coop in double
- small player roster (25male, 5 female)
- cannot change controller button bindings

Verdict:
Get TWT on sale and give it a chance!

See comments for other tennis game reviews.. Nice game.

- nice combat
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- nice visuals
- good soundtrack
- nice vibe
etc.

some bugs but can live with it hinestly. :3. They are removing the sandbox aspect of this game!!!!!!!! Almost everything is out
of your control now, sectors, vassals, markets, even the bloody space station location is predetermined!. Fully recommend. As
long as the servers stay populated, this game is great! Other reviewers have hit all the main points, I just wanted to chime in to
say it's great and the microtransactions are unobtrusive. I like to hit this game up every once in awhile for some great 2D fun!.
Really funny puzzle game. I just had an impression that it\u2019s an easy game. Here is my vid in portuguese: [PCVR] Crazy
Machines VR - Um puzzle diferente e muito divertido. very funy

tips. prepare notes when you play this game. because to know what an npc want, you have 4 dialogues to choose from. each
dialogue is long and spoken, it's easy to loose focus. searching object can also be equally tiresome because clicking an object
always trigger a dialogue. i wish there was option to skip the whole dialogue, the current option only fast forward it.. I have no
problem supporting EA games, but only within reason. This game cost 19 bucks, and is rife with bugs. On my plays time keeps
just refusing to advance, thus killing the game and causing me to start over and over again.

This should not even be sold until game breaking bugs are fixed, and even then at half the current price.
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Dark Void Zero is a final push by capcom to cash in on retro gaming and quite frankly I find it a complete waste of time. The
Nes era has come and gone so what exactly is the point of designing such a game in the modern era? Sure leader-board and
achievements is all fine and dandy, but what about the gameplay and longevity? There is no randomization in the game, spawn
points are the exact same in every playthrough, level and monster creativity isn’t really anything to write home about, and the
game is insanely short at only 2-3 hours. The only reason to play this beyond the first playthrough is to score higher and get
achievements. If this game was released 20 years ago it would still get outclasses my Metroid, releasing it today to compete
against modern platformers and it would get outclassed by everything. If you are considering getting this game, get Capsized
instead; same♥♥♥♥♥♥ better play value.. Dope game just nostalgia!!!. Such a fun game, Really enjoyable!. WARNING THIS
GAME IS POO. I enjoy a flight sim or too and i can tell you... if flying a plane was as hard as this game makes out. They'd be
falling out the sky ALOT More often.

The graphics are good but i♥♥♥♥♥♥you not... the painful experience of the short period of play you would have to endure is
not worth the glimps.. OMG ! This game is awful . Terrible game play. Don't waste your money on this.. This is a great route if
you like big slow yellow trains and to drive trough desert! But i dont like that so i wront recommend this DLC. I finally know
how Paul and Oliver Collyer look like. Jokes aside, I wished that there were English subtitles for this video. Reason being, there
is a guy who speaks in Italian for about a minute and I cannot understand what he is saying.

Apart from this, this is a great documentary on Football Manager. I highly recommend this for the hardcore Football Manager
players.. i like the soundtack.
Execpt its not in my soundtrack library.
I already got the wayfarers edition with the soundtrack, execpt no soundtack.
HALP.. 360 No Scoping people is amusing, running on walls and falling in any direction is interesting to play with for a bit but
doesn't quite work.
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